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INTRODUCTION

Borrowing concepts from early days of the printing industry, researchers have created well-defined nanoscale patterns at relatively low cost with a toolbox of techniques collectively known as soft lithography.1 Transfer molding, one such technique, offers a three-dimensional approach to large-area micro- and nanofabrication. Using recessed features of an elastomeric mold (stamp) to define the pattern for each layer, transfer molding involves filling the indentations of the stamp with ink, curing the ink, transferring the pattern to a substrate, and repeating this process layer by layer.2 Su

ABSTRACT: Corona discharge treatment offers a facile, robust, and scalable technique for adhesion promotion in nanotransfer molding. In contrast to conventional plasma treatment, which requires vacuum operation, corona treatment at ambient pressure enabled patterning of woodpile structures of PDMS with smaller feature dimensions (70 nm line width) and across a wider range of treatment doses. Similarities and differences between plasma (batch) and corona (continuous) treatment were established using dyne testing to capture the effects of treatment on surface wettability of PDMS. Evaluating spatiotemporal evolution of wettability through dyne tests enabled a common axis for direct comparison of the two process configurations in terms of dose. Both treatment types formed surface films of oxidized PDMS, which were characterized through compressive buckling tests of the PDMS–oxide bilayer. Corona treatment, by forming a thinner oxide film, extended the range of treatment doses and feature sizes exhibiting successful pattern transfer. Reduction in adhesion at high treatment dose was attributed to a weak boundary layer at the bonded interface. Demolding was studied via peel tests and AFM analysis to reveal that both plasma and corona treatment etch the stamp material (PFPE), underscoring the benefits of low treatment dose for process throughput as well as stamp lifetime. While both treatments displayed comparable etch rates as a function of dose, microscopic bumps on corona-etched stamps indicate a higher surface temperature compared to plasma-etched stamps. By optimizing adhesion for nanotransfer molding with a surface treatment well-suited to continuous processing, corona treatment provides a practical and economical approach to layer-by-layer additive manufacturing at the nanoscale.
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Recently, transfer molding of poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) lines into woodpile structures using perfluoropolyether (PFPE) stamps has been achieved using plasma treatment for adhesion promotion.6 In addition to forming polar surface groups that condense when brought together to form covalent interfacial linkages, exposure of PDMS to plasma treatment produces a silica-like oxide film at the surface.7 Growth of the oxide film depends on plasma dose, defined as plasma generator power multiplied by duration of exposure.10−12 It has been empirically shown that overexposure to plasma treatment eventually leads to a less robust interface, but the mechanism of adhesive failure is unclear.13−16 During the peeling step of transfer molding, interfacial separation occurs at the weakest interface, ideally the stamp–ink (demolding) interface (Figure 1a). For plasma- or corona-bonded PDMS, a range of treatment levels can potentially provide sufficient
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ink–substrate bonding (Figure 1b). When applied to transfer molding of woodpile structures at the nanoscale, the oxide film leads to delamination even at relatively low plasma doses when the thickness of the oxide exceeds a critical value. Therefore, the optimal conditions for adhesion consist of maximizing coverage of reactive surface groups while minimizing the thickness of the oxide film.

Corona treatment, or more specifically dielectric barrier discharge treatment, has seen significant commercial use as a surface pretreatment technique in the printing and coating industries that require functionalization of polymers with polar surface groups. Unlike plasma treatment that is limited to batch processing due to vacuum requirements, corona treatment can be operated at ambient conditions, thus making it amenable to continuous, roll-to-roll (R2R) processing. Although corona treatment offers a simple, economical alternative to plasma bonding of PDMS, the lack of quantitative power output on some systems limits the ability to quantify the level of treatment. Additionally, corona and plasma treatments are often discussed jointly, but different operating conditions render a side-by-side correlation elusive. In a continuous configuration, corona dose is calculated by dividing generator power by electrode width and substrate velocity.

In this work, we demonstrate corona treatment as a low-cost, R2R-compatible surface treatment technique for layer-by-layer transfer molding at the nanoscale. We compared plasma and corona treatment in terms of dose using the critical surface tension, \( \gamma_c \). We find that corona treatment enables the patterning of smaller line widths and successful transfer over a wider range of treatment dose. Stamp–ink and ink–substrate separation forces were quantified using peel tests. Etching of the stamp during plasma and corona treatment underscored the importance of brief treatment for extending stamp lifetime and increasing process throughput. Compressive buckling of the PDMS–oxide bilayer revealed a significantly thinner oxide film formed by corona treatment, avoiding the early onset of delamination observed for plasma treatment. Ultimately, corona treatment provides a facile route to multilayer patterning of smaller feature sizes with the added benefit of compatibility with continuous, R2R processing configurations.

### METHODS

**Materials.** Silicon master patterns comprising 1-D periodic rectangular channels were purchased from LightSmyth Technologies (Eugene, OR) with pattern periods ranging from 140 nm to 6 \( \mu \)m (see Supporting Information Table S1). Perfluoropolyether (PFPE, Fluorolink MD-700) was purchased from Cornerstone Technology (Newark, DE) and combined with 1 mass% 2,2-dimethoxy-2-phenylacetophenone (DMPA) photoinitiator from Sigma-Aldrich. Low-viscosity, UV-curable divinylpoly(dimethylsiloxane) (DVPDMS) ink was prepared by combining vinyl-terminated PDMS (DMS-V21) with a mass % vinyl modulator (SIT7900.0) and 17 mass % (25–35% methylhydrodisiloxane)–dimethylsiloxane copolymer (HMS-301) from Gelest. UV-h-PDMS was prepared following Schmid and Michel and replacing the catalyst with Pt(II) acetylacetone, which undergoes a UV-induced thermal-frontal hydrolysisation. In both DVPDMS ink and UV-h-PDMS, Pt(II) acetylacetone (Sigma-Aldrich) was used in a ratio of 500 ppm with respect to the number of vinyl groups. Sylgard 184 PDMS from Dow Corning was prepared in a 10:1 ratio (base:cross-linker) by mass. Dyne probe liquids of varying surface tension (33 mN/m–56 mN/m) were prepared by combining formamide (Promega) and 2-ethoxyethanol (Sigma-Aldrich) following ASTM D2578, with 1 mg/mL bromophenol blue (Sigma-Aldrich) for visual contrast (see Table S2).

**Stamp and Peel Sample Preparation.** Stamps were prepared by casting PFPE prepolymer against silicon master patterns and UV-curing in an \( \text{N}_2 \) atmosphere, followed by selective filling with DVPDMS ink. Ink was cured inside the stamp prior to plasma or corona treatment by exposing to UV light (UV-A 6 W hand lamp, VWR) for 15 m prior to curing in an oven at 110 °C. Peel test samples with 10 mm width were prepared using a multistep molding process (Figure S1). Patterned PDMS peel samples were prepared by spin-coating low-viscosity DVPDMS ink into the mold followed by a thin support layer of UV-h-PDMS (3000 rpm, 30 s), partially curing, and backfilling the mold with Sylgard 184 PDMS. The UV-h-PDMS support layer prevented pattern collapse of the smallest features (140 nm and 280 nm period), and the procedure was kept the same for the larger features (600 nm and 6 \( \mu \)m period) for consistency.

**Plasma and Corona Treatment.** Plasma treatment was performed in a 10 MHz inductively coupled plasma (ICP) chamber (PDC-32G) from Harrick Plasma (Ithaca, NY) at 107 Pa [800 mTorr] and 18 W power (Figure 2a). Corona treatment was performed with a 4.5 MHz hand-held corona treater (BD-20AC) from Electro-Technic Products (Chicago, IL) with the wire electrode attachment. The device was mounted above a roll-to-roll setup with controllable web speed (1 mm/s–50 mm/s), and the distance between sample and electrode was maintained at 5 mm (Figure 2b). An exhaust line behind the corona electrode provided an air flow that greatly improved uniformity of the corona discharge. Samples requiring a corona dose above the dose achievable at 1 mm/s web speed were sent through multiple passes (e.g., 3x and 6x). For both plasma and corona treatment, process gas was ambient air. Samples were bonded immediately (within 60 s) following treatment to avoid hydrophobic recovery of the PDMS surface. Water contact angle measurements (Figure S2) show the rapid increase in hydrophilicity of PDMS (Sylgard 184 and DVPDMS) as a function of treatment dose, followed by a gradual recovery of hydrophobicity over the course of 125 h. PFPE exhibits a slight decline in water contact angle upon exposure to surface treatment but overall remains hydrophobic (\( \theta_h \approx 70° \)) even at high treatment dose.

**Full Factorial Dyne Testing.** In dye testing, the critical surface tension of the substrate (\( \gamma_s \)) relative to the surface tension of the probe liquid (\( \gamma_{\text{probe}} \)) determines film formation. A uniform wetting film forms when \( \gamma_s \geq \gamma_{\text{probe}} \) whereas the film breaks up into droplets when \( \gamma_s < \gamma_{\text{probe}} \). PDMS samples for dye testing were prepared by casting Sylgard 184 PDMS directly onto paper grids and curing at
room temperature for at least 72 h. The grid enabled sample alignment with the corona electrode and definition of the scale for image analysis. Both Sylgard 184 and the DVPDMS ink used for nanotransfer molding contain PDMS with vinyl-curing groups and show a rapid reduction in water contact angle after treatment followed by hydrophobic recovery (Figure S2). For dyne testing experiments under corona treatment, PDMS samples were held stationary beneath the corona electrode. Immediately following plasma or corona treatment (within 60 s), probe liquid was dispensed from a transfer pipet onto a cleanroom cloth (TechniCloth, Texwipe) and dragged across the sample in one swift motion.

Full factorial experiments were run for both plasma and corona dyne tests, with six dyne probe liquids and five treatment durations for a total of 30 factor-level combinations in each experiment. A top-down optical image was recorded 3 s after the probe liquid was deposited. Plasma-treated PDMS samples showed wetting or nonwetting behavior uniformly across the entire sample for a given probe liquid, whereas corona-treated PDMS samples exhibited a wetted region of interest (ROI) surrounded by a nonwetting region further away from the electrode. Therefore, image analysis of corona-treated samples, using ImageJ, involved binarizing the image and extracting coordinates of the ROI. This analysis approach revealed the wettability gradient for a given treatment duration when plotted alongside ROIs from other probe liquids (Figure 3). Only one probe liquid was used per PDMS sample; therefore, the wettability gradients shown are a superposition of multiple samples.

**Compressive Buckling of Oxidized PDMS.** Samples of uniaxially prestrained Sylgard 184 PDMS ($\varepsilon_{\text{pre}} \approx 20\%$) in a clamp apparatus were subjected to plasma or corona treatment for a fixed treatment dose to form a bilayer comprising a stiff oxide film atop a soft PDMS substrate. Upon removal of the tensile strain, a periodic buckling pattern spontaneously formed on the oxide surface due to the strain mismatch between the stiff oxide film versus the softer PDMS supporting layer. The periodicity of the buckling pattern was averaged across three positions along each sample using AFM (Figure S7).

**Peel Testing.** Peel tests were performed in a T-Peel configuration on a TA-XT2i Texture Analyser (Stable Micro Systems, Surrey, United Kingdom) at a peel rate of 500 $\mu$m/s as described in earlier work. At much higher peel rates, viscoelastic behavior of the stamp or substrate material would significantly increase the measured strain energy release rate, $G_{\text{crit}}$. To quantify stamp demolding energy, DVPDMS lines were transferred from PFPE peel samples onto flat substrates of Sylgard 184 PDMS following plasma or corona treatment (Figure 4a). Interlayer bond strength was simulated by bonding two orthogonally patterned PDMS peel samples (Figure 4b), in addition to flat Sylgard 184 PDMS samples.
Figure 5. SEM images of two-layer woodpile transfer using (a) plasma treatment and (b) corona treatment, with successful transfer outlined in green. The treatment parameter (i.e., duration for plasma treatment, web speed for corona treatment) is shown atop each column. For corona treatment, longer exposures were achieved through multiple passes beneath the electrode indicated in parentheses. Feature period of each row is 140 nm, 280 nm, and 600 nm. Scale bars are 500 nm.

**RESULTS**

**Success of Transfer from Plasma versus Corona Treatment.** Earlier demonstrations of plasma treatment for nanotransfer molding adhesion only showed success with brief plasma exposure, requiring systematically lower plasma dose for smaller feature sizes and failing to achieve successful transfer for 70 nm wide (140 nm period) lines (Figure 5a). Here, corona treatment not only achieved successful transfer of these 70 nm wide (140 nm period) lines, but successful transfer of all feature sizes occurred over at least an order of magnitude of exposure to corona (Figure 5b). Additionally, corona treatment on both the nano- and microscale lines showed a consistent cutoff between successful transfer versus delaminated lines (see Figure S3).

**Estimating Corona Dose by Mapping Gradient Wettability Evolution.** This new implementation of dyne testing, capable of mapping wettability gradients, enabled us to compare and contrast plasma (batch) and corona (continuous) treatment. Dyne tests following plasma treatment enabled mapping of $\gamma_c$ as a function of plasma dose. $\gamma_c$, which represents the transition between nonwetting and wetting regions, was modeled as a sigmoideal evolution from a lower limit of 24 mN/m ($\gamma_c$ of untreated PDMS) to an upper limit of 72 mN/m ($\gamma_c$ of silica). An empirical fit to the dyne testing data from plasma treatment yielded

$$P(y) = \frac{A}{\pi b \left[ 1 + \left( \frac{y}{b} \right)^2 \right]}$$

and the spatial evolution of the critical surface tension as a function of dose was estimated by substituting eq 2 into eq 1. The $A$ and $b$ parameters in eq 3 describe the shape and magnitude of the Cauchy–Lorentz distribution, respectively (see Figures S4–S6). For a sample traveling at a fixed velocity beneath the corona electrode along the y-direction, such as in a R2R configuration, the corona dose is then

$$D = \frac{\int P(y) \, dy}{v} = \frac{A}{v}$$

where the integral of the Cauchy–Lorentz distribution is reduced to the fitting parameter $A$. By use of $A = 700$ and $b = 0.8$ for our configuration, wettability gradients from corona treatment showed good agreement across all treatments from 1 s to 30 s.

**A Thinner Oxide Film from Corona Treatment.** Compressive buckling, an established approach for analyzing the oxidized PDMS bilayer formed upon plasma treatment, enabled comparison of relative oxide thickness formed through plasma or corona treatment as a function of dose. Because of a strain mismatch between the stiff oxide thin film and the soft PDMS supporting layer, a periodic buckling pattern forms with a period, $d_f$, that is directly proportional to thickness of the film, $h_f$:

$$d = 2\pi h_f \left( \frac{E_f}{3E_i} \right)^{1/3}$$

$E_f$ and $E_i$ are the plain strain moduli, $E = E/(1 - \nu^2)$, of the film and substrate, respectively. To a first-order approximation, we assume that plasma oxidation process creates a discrete, stiff skin layer on the surface of the PDMS. While the amplitude of the buckling pattern depends on the level of prestrain, $d$ is insensitive to strain (see Bayley et al.). Based on the relative magnitude of $d$, $h_f$ formed by corona treatment is ~25% of that formed by plasma treatment for an equivalent dose (Figure 6). The monotonic increase in $d$ suggests $h_f$ increases with plasma or corona treatment dose. While $E_f$ may...
Figure 6. Characteristic period, \( d \), of compressive buckling of the PDMS–oxide bilayer as a function of dose. Prestrained PDMS (\( \varepsilon_{\text{pre}} \approx 20\% \)) was exposed to varying levels of plasma/corona treatment, and the buckling pattern formed spontaneously upon removal from strain. Curves showing square root fits to the experimental data provide a guide to the eye. Error bars represent standard deviation of buckling period from three discrete regions of each sample.

Figure 7. Measurement of demolding energy, \( G_{\text{f, out}} \), as a function of feature size and corona treatment dose. Insets indicate the prestrain values of \( \varepsilon_{\text{pre}} \), demolding energy dependence on the PDMS interface of interest into the UV-h-PDMS support layer (see Figure S9). Broadly, plasma- and corona-treated PDMS exhibited semicohesive failure (SCF), a macroscopically visible phenomenon where cracks were diverted from the DVPDMS interface of interest into the UV-h-PDMS support layer (see Figure S9). Broadly, plasma- and corona-treated PDMS displayed similar adhesive behavior as a function of dose, and patterned samples displayed lower \( G_{\text{f, out}} \) than reference samples of flat Sylgard 184 PDMS.

PFPE Roughening during Corona Treatment. While plasma and corona treatment exhibit similar behavior in terms of stamp demolding energy and PDMS interfacial adhesion, a
pronounced difference in morphology of PFPE was observed as a function of plasma or corona dose. While both treatments etched PFPE, plasma treatment had little effect on topography of PFPE compared to corona treatment as measured using AFM (Figure 9a). Corona treatment led to formation of “bumps” along the surface with increasing dose and increased roughening of the surface is captured by RMS roughness (Figure 9b). Similar bumps have been observed in earlier studies of corona treatment on polypropylene and polyethylene.22,36,37

**DISCUSSION**

 Improved Transfer from Corona Treatment. The success of transfer molding depends on the competition between the separation energy, $G_{\text{crit}}$, of the stamp–ink and ink–substrate interface (see Figure 1b). Ideally, successful pattern transfer would occur across a range of treatment doses. While plasma treatment revealed a feature size dependence on adhesion related to the thickness of the oxide film,17 corona treatment demonstrated the ability to pattern all feature sizes across the full treatment range expected for PDMS. Corona treatment, as evidenced by compressive buckling experiments, forms a thinner oxide film as a function of dose than its plasma treatment counterpart. Therefore, corona treatment requires a much higher dose to produce a similar critical oxide thickness, $h_{\text{crit}}$, and achieves successful transfer at the nanoscale (70 nm line width) across a much larger process window compared with batch plasma treatment (Figure 10).

 Reduced Adhesion at High Dose. Corona-bonded patterns displayed a transition from successful transfer to unwanted delamination above 2 kJ irrespective of feature size (Figure S3). This onset of delamination coincides with the expected drop in adhesion at high treatment dose, suggesting a similar mechanism for the reduction in adhesion at high treatment doses. One potential mechanism, discussed by Owen and Smith in the context of hydrophobic recovery, involves condensation of silanol groups on the surface.5,58 A high density of silanol groups may also lead to surface chain scission through backbiting reactions, forming low-molecular-weight oxidized material (LMWOM). This LMWOM, which includes cyclic siloxane oligomers, has been observed at the surface of PDMS subjected to a variety of treatments.41,42

At low dose, both plasma and corona treatments facilitate a rapid rise in adhesion as polar surface groups form. At high dose, LMWOM eventually forms a weak boundary layer. Provided that the oxide film does not exceed a critical thickness, the eventual reduction in adhesion is due to a weak boundary layer of LMWOM that forms. As a result, no size dependence on adhesion was observed for corona-bonded
shown to form a small number of nitrogen functionalities. Applicability of Full Factorial Dyne Testing Technique. Dyne testing, through the full factorial approach presented here, served as a rapid, facile technique to measure wettability gradients induced by nonuniform surface treatments. Dyne testing measures critical surface tension, $\gamma_c$, rather than surface energy, $\gamma_{sp}$, of a solid, but it has been shown that $\gamma_c$ and $\gamma_{sp}$ are symbatic. The method is not universally suited for analyzing effects on dissimilar materials. As a result, comparison of plasma and corona treatment was performed using the same material (PDMS) and series of dyne probe liquids.

The Cauchy–Lorentz distribution we use to estimate the power distribution beneath the corona electrode has a physical basis. During dielectric barrier discharge, a series of microarcs, or streamers, randomly emanate from the corona electrode. The Cauchy–Lorentz distribution represents the probability that a line rotated about an axis at a height $b$ above a line intersects the line at any given point. Given the good agreement with spatiotemporal dyne testing data, the assumption of a uniform distribution of angles appears to hold well in this case, where separation between sample and electrode was relatively small. At larger separation distances, ionic drift would need to be taken into account and the angular distribution would be expected to follow the empirically derived Warburg distribution where corona current density depends on $\cos^2 \theta$. The dose parameter for batch plasma treatment is defined as the product of plasma generator power (W) and treatment duration (s). To define the effect of treatment on the surface of a sample, a unit area is needed to give surface power density (e.g., W/m$^2$). This unit area depends on the equipment used. On the other hand, for continuous corona treatment, the dose (e.g., J/m$^2$) is calculated by dividing generator power by web speed and electrode width. Comparing batch plasma treatment and continuous corona treatment remains difficult, as generator power efficiency or other system parameters may affect the ability to directly compare the techniques. Full factorial dyne testing is impartial to the system configuration, establishing an equivalence solely based on the physical effects of surface treatment on wettability. Therefore, the unit area assumed when quantitatively discussing plasma and corona dose in this work has an implicit but unknown unit area corresponding to the plasma instrument described in the Methods section.

Distinctions between Plasma and Corona Treatment. Plasma and corona surface treatments inherently differ in their operating pressure and plasma type, resulting in differences related to surface modification. For example, while both plasma and corona treatments form polar hydroxyl and silanol groups on the surface of PDMS, corona treatment has also been shown to form a small number of nitrogen functionalities. We observed similarities in terms of demolding energy and etch rate and stark differences in PFPE morphology and oxide growth kinetics.

Surface temperature during corona treatment may significantly exceed the temperature during plasma treatment. In our work, this difference is evidenced by the bump morphology of PFPE as a result of increased corona dose. Comparing to the time–temperature dependence of bump formation on corona-treated polyethylene, a similar evolution in morphology occurs by either increasing temperature or treatment time. There, bump formation was hypothesized as surface migration of LMWOM. Further evidence for the bumps comprising LMWOM has been shown in polypropylene, where the bumps are removed upon rinsing. While etch rate appears comparable for plasma and corona treatments, we attribute microscale morphological differences of PFPE to an increased surface temperature. A significant reduction in oxide film thickness from corona treatment highlights the dependence of growth kinetics on treatment conditions. Nania et al. studied oxidation of PDMS as a function of dose for air plasma treatment and modeled the reaction as a frontal vitrification that depends upon pressure of operation, potentially due to a reduction in mean free path of ions. Within a range of pressures for air plasma treatment (50 Pa–150 Pa), the data were found to collapse when plotted as dose normalized by pressure, $D/P$. Our results, which extend across 3 decades of pressure (10$^2$ Pa–10$^3$ Pa), further support their hypothesis that growth rate slows at higher pressures. However, we find better agreement when normalizing by $D/\sqrt{P}$ rather than $D/P$ (Figure S10). While the mean free path is expected to scale inversely with pressure, another quantity (e.g., diffusion length and average ion momentum) that scales inversely with square root of pressure may elicit further insights into plasma oxidation. More study is needed to reveal the nature of oxide film growth as a function of treatment conditions and plasma type.

Effect of Treatment on Demolding Energy and Stamp Lifetime. We find that demolding energy exhibits anisotropic behavior for one-dimensional periodic lines, where demolding energy is higher when the direction of crack propagation is perpendicular to the direction of the lines ($\phi = 90^\circ$). These results are consistent with demolding measurements by Landis et al. in the context of nanoimprint lithography (NIL), where edges encountered by the crack during interfacial separation may act as pinning points for crack propagation. A fluorinated stamp material was useful in preventing unwanted adhesion between stamp and substrate following plasma treatment. However, both plasma and corona treatment displayed evidence of etching the stamp material. The extent of etching was negligible for replication of relatively large features but becomes significant when defining nanoscale features. While stamps were not reused in this study, etching would diminish reusability of stamps by altering the height of patterned features as well as conditions for residual-layer-free filling of the stamp. Alteration of the surface energy of the PFPE from surface treatment could also affect subsequent coating processes; however, supporting contact angle measurements (Figure S2a) show that the impact on surface energy is diminutive compared to etching. This result emphasizes the benefit of using the lowest plasma or corona dose possible, not only for extending reusability of the stamp but also for maximizing throughput in the case of R2R corona treatment where a lower dose corresponds to a higher web speed.

CONCLUSIONS

Corona treatment was employed to facilitate interlayer adhesion for transfer molding of nanoscale PDMS lines, enabling transfer of smaller patterns (70 nm line width) across a wider range of exposures compared to plasma treatment. An equivalence between plasma (batch) and corona (continuous) treatments was established in terms of dose by quantifying
spatiotemporal wettability with dyne testing. Increased plasma and corona dose led to a reduction in demolding energy, and etching of the PFPE stamp material led to this size-dependent reduction by reducing stamp-ink contact area. Differences between the two treatments in terms of pressure and surface temperature are highlighted by the oxide growth kinetics and the PFPE morphology, respectively. By minimizing growth of the oxide film, corona treatment provides robust adhesion for transfer molding adhesion at the nanoscale while simultaneously offering a configuration compatible with continuous, roll-to-roll manufacturing processes.
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